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PRODUCTION RATE  4 batteries /  minute (group width: up to 48 mm)
  2 batteries /  minute (group width: up to 49 ÷ 120 mm)   

COMPONENT SIZE  Plate height (incl. lug): min 110 max 185 mm
  - Plate height tolerance: 0.5 mm
  - Separator width: min 110 max 155 mm
  - Difference between total plate
   height and separator height min 9 mm
  - Lug condition: oxidation free at least 5 mm
   from the upper edge
OPERATORS 2 operators, 1 for loading and 1 for unloading
  (option: automatic group loading & unloading)

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMNTS
Voltage 220 / 380 V (or as required) 
Frequency 50 Hz (or as required)
Power (exclud.lead pot and lead pipes) 26 kW

WATER REQUIREMENTS
Pressure 0.2 ÷ 0.4 MPa (2 ÷ 4 bar)
Average Consumption 60 l / h
type of water Soft water (or recirculated)

Compressed Air 0.6 MPa (6 bar)

Exhaust Suction 5000 m³ / h

Standard Equipment - 1 set of racks (pitch 70 or 140 mm, on demand)
 - Automatic lug and separator alignment
 - Lug brushing and fluxing

Optional Equipment - Automatic group loading
  - Automatic group unloading

  Gas heated Electrically heated 
POWER CONSMPTION
Lead pump motor 1.1 kW 1.1  kW
Lead pipe heating 10 kW 10 kW
Lead pot heating - 36 kW

GAS REQUIREMENTS
Pressure 15 mbar
Consumption 80.000 kCal/h
Type Natural gas, LPG, Coal gas
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LEAD POT



CAST-ON-STRAPS

» The most up-to-date battery connector strap production line, 

 which performs the loading, centering, cleaning, 

 casting and unloading operations.
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SOVEMA CAST-ON-STRAPS

The Sovema COS machine is designed 
for 6-12 Volt starter batteries with group 
thickness between 32-120 mm; two 
automotive batteries are processed 
simultaneously with group maximun 
thickness of 48 mm.

The machine consists of 4 working 
stations linked to a rotary table.

The following operations are performed:
-  Manual loading
-  Brushing of the lugs and group 
 pre-alignment on racks
-  De-oxidizing and heating of lugs
-  Immersion welding of groups
-  Manual unloading of welded groups

The standard machine is equipped with: 

- Rotary table with 4 working positions 
and air-operated up-down movement. 
The rotation cycle plus the up and 
down moves take 5-6 seconds. The 
racks fitted to table are self-adjusting 
for groups of different thickness.

- The loading station is fitted with a 
holed bench, connected to the dust 
exhausting system.

- Lug brushing device

- De oxidizing and closed circuit air 
heating unit.

- Lead level control gauge on melting 
pot, available in either gas or electric 
heating.

- Two separate lead feeding lines with 
own temperature and flow controls.

- Unloading station with holed bench 
connected to the dust exhausting 
system.

- One set of racks for groups 23-48 mm.

- Power control panel and programmable 
controll.

The machine is designed for groups with 
the following featrures:
- separator width: max. 155 mm, min. 

110 mm; height of plate, including lug, 
between 110 and 185 mm; minimun 
difference between separator and total 
plate height: 9 mm (suggested 10÷12 
mm).

- the plate must have a height tolerance 
of +/- 0,5 mm and the lugs must be 
oxidationfree for at least 5 mm form 
the upper edge.

Machine productivity: 1200 batteries 
per shift with group thickness up to 48 
mm; 700 batteries per shift with group 
thickness of 49-120 mm thickness.

The machine is specially designed to 
accept automatic loading and unloading 
units.

Specialized tools:

- COS MOULD
- SET OF SPARE RACKS FOR GROUPS 

49-120 MM



Typical lay-out

A - LOADING

B - GROUP ALIGNMENT & LUG BRUSHING

C - MOULDS

D - UNLOADING

E- LEAD POT

F - EXHAUST CHIMNEY

G - MAIN BOARD

H - CONTROL BOARD


